
Barracuda Members Club
ART.  
POKER.  
UTILITY.  



About us:
Barracuda members club is an Art and Poker based NFT project.


Each week members will have access to a free poker tournament where prizes 
are $ada and NFTs.


We approach crypto with a long term mindset, and will build a community of 
people who share this mindset.


We are passionate about creating utility. On-chain we are focused on delivering 
utilities that add value to our members.


IRL our focus on in real world partnerships and IRL events. 



Mission
Deliver unique and high quality art to the Cardano NFT community.


To create on-chain and in real life utility for token holders.


To build a Cardano Dapp



Our Journey from ETH to Cardano
• Barracuda members club is a project that migrated from ETH to Cardano.


• A fortuitous series of events connected Miguel the founder and artist with passionate 
members of the Cardano community. Initially we connected around an appreciation for 
the quality and character in the NFT collection. 


• Excited to bring this unique and quality art to Cardano. We encouraged Miguel to see 
why we are so passionate about Cardano and why it could be a better home than ETH. 
After looking at some sources (thank you Charles), Miguel agreed to launch on Cardano. 



Passionate about Art.
• High Quality, Original Characters.


• 8888 Barracudas


• 250+ Unique traits


• 4k resolution 3D Rendered



Passionate about Poker.
• We all love having a game of poker and wanted to find an alternative to the “Discord Grind” as a 

way of building a community. For those who play poker, the game is the ideal way to bring our 
members together each week, and naturally build that community spirit over time.



Passionate about Utility.

1. 1/1 Whitelist for future collections.


2. Poker Tournaments for members, with crypto and NFT prizes.


3. 50% Share of collection royalty.


4. Barracuda Token. To be used in our project ecosystem.


5. Profit share of Project x - Innovative DAPP for Cardano.

We believe NFTs are both art and tech, and so a strong NFT brand is strong in both of these defining 
categories. Members can unlock the following on-chain utilities: 



Membership Tiers

1. “Community” members- Join our community by owning a Barracuda NFT. Each NFT will grant a 1/1 
Whitelist mint for future collections. 


2. “Lounge” members - Members unlock this tier by staking at least 1 NFT 1 month. At this membership 
tier you unlock access to Lounge members weekly poker tourney.


3. “Club” members : Members unlock this tier by staking at least 1 NFT for 3 months. At this membership 
tier royalty share is unlocked. You also unlock access to CLUB poker tourney’s held once per month.


4. “Inner Circle members”: Members unlock this tier by staking at least 1 NFT for  6 months. At this 
membership tier you unlock, token farming. You will unlock 6 months of tokens paid retroactively as 

well as starting to earn token allocation for each quarter.


5. "OGs members”: Members unlock this tier by staking at least 1 NFT for 12 months. At this tier you 
unlock access and profit share ofProject “X”. You also unlock access to the Quarterly OG tourney. You 

also gain the OG role is discord.

Our membership has a tier structure. Through NFT staking, members unlock additional utility based 
on time NFT is staked.  The highest rank currently is “OG”. 



Barracuda Members Club


